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LAMASAT BEAUTY ISSUE 31 - FW 16/17: GUERLAIN



TOUCH DECOR ISSUE 43: SYMMETRY

about us
First published in 1995, Lamasat a high quality Pan Arab specialized magazine is dedicated in releasing and

signing 7 diverse magazines. Stepping into the world of Decor, Wedding, Fashion, Beauty, Abayat & Jallabiyat

Spas & Resorts, Hotels & Honeymoon Destinations, Food & Beverages and Jewellery & Watches and deliver-

ing these worlds to you on its pages. With a mission to ease the lives of our readers and bestow the latest

trends as a wonderful “coffee table” magazine, we at Lamasat deliver useful consumer information and offer

our advertisers the means to reach their target in the most effective-least cost way. The editorials are in Arabic,

whereas the Ads can be either in English or Arabic.

lamasat

Published four times a year, Touch Decor, fuel those who have been bitten by the contemporary and edgy

“Bug of Modern” day forms of architecture. Setting the stage for more than just a reference to all interior 

designers and architects, but for all those who appreciate living surrounded by a stylish exquisite frame or 

for those who are seeking a little inspiration for their homes.

touch decor

Lamasat Online the ultimate luxury website, which guides both men and women into the world of fashion,

beauty, decor, wedding, jewellery & watches, cars, technology, and celebrity news. Our goal is to provide our

readers with the most updated news from all around the world. It is segmented into multiple categories and

sub categories, appealing to wide market segments, and holds a place for online advertising as well as for

featured articles. Accessible on all devices.

lamasat online



lamasat
beauty

READERSHIP

Newsstand Price: 11 U.S.D
Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 

Mainly female audience, well - to - do sophisticated, 

young and dynamic women. 

95% female | 5% male

60% Upper class | 40% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
MAY - NOVEMBER

Published biannually, LAMASAT BEAUTY captures the best

cuts, hairstyles, hair colouring, looks and hair care, as well

as the top names in the industry. Women can find in

LAMASAT BEAUTY the latest designs created by renowned

local and international hairdressers. LAMASAT BEAUTY

looks into skin problems and their treatments as well as skin

care provided by prominent specialized people in this field. It

includes the latest designs in the world of watches and jew-

ellery, perfumes and cosmetics.LAMASAT BEAUTY is avail-

able in all famous hairdressing and beauty salons.

LAMASAT BEAUTY ISSUE 31 - FW 16/17: CAMILLE ALBANE

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



LAMASAT FASHION ISSUE 43 - FW 16/17: ELIE SAAB

lamasat
fashion

READERSHIP

Newsstand Price: 14 U.S.D

Mainly female audience, well - to - do sophisticated, 

young and dynamic women. 

95% female | 5% male

60% Upper class | 40% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
APRIL - OCTOBER

Published biannually, LAMASAT FASHION captures 

the latest trends in the world of Fashion featuring local and

International Haute - Couture and RTW designs. It is an in-

valuable asset for the sophisticated and elegant woman

aiming at being updated in the market related to fashion,

accessories, jewellery and perfumes.

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



lamasat
wedding

READERSHIP

Newsstand Price: 22 U.S.D

Mainly bride-to-be, female audience, 

well - to - do sophisticated, young and dynamic women. 

95% female | 5% male

60% Upper class | 40% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
FEBRUARY - AUGUST

Published biannually, LAMASAT WEDDING is devoted 

to the theme of marriage highlighting an A to Z account 

all that it takes for a successful and beautiful wedding 

ceremony. The latest in wedding gowns and bride's beauty

care, floral arrangements, bride's trousseau, bride's gifts,

wedding lists, wedding cards, honeymoons, destinations,

hotels & resorts, perfumes and a large section for watches,

high jewellery and diamonds.

LAMASAT WEDDING ISSUE 32 - FW 16/17: RANI ZAKHEM

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



LAMASAT DECOR ART & DESIGN  ISSUE 82: BYBLOS HOTEL/ VERONA

lamasat
decor art 
& design

READERSHIP

Newsstand Price: 10 U.S.D

Both male and female readers in addition to a specialized 

target readership consisting of Interior Designers and Architects.

50% female | 50% male

65% Upper class | 35% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
MARCH - JUNE - SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER

A quarterly review of the best designed and decorated houses all

over the world. From well - researched design projects to little

decorative tips. LAMASAT DECOR ART & DESIGN is a neces-

sary reference for anyone interested in a wonderfully decorated

environment, finearts and masterpieces. Meet in LAMASAT the

elegance and practicality, the modernism and classicism and 

certainly the latest news in the world of furniture, upholstery, tiles,

carpets, bathrooms, kitchens and tableware.

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



LAMASAT ABAYAT & JALLABIYAT  ISSUE 5 - SS2016: SHALKY

lamasat
abayat 
& jallabiyat

READERSHIP

Newsstand Price: 10 U.S.D

Mainly female audience, well - to - do sophisticated, 

young and dynamic women. 

95% female | 5% male

60% Upper class | 40% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
ACCORDING TO RAMADAN

LAMASAT ABAYAT & JALLABIYAT is a strong asset in the world of

formal and casual abayat and jallabiyat wears for today’s Arab

women. The issue will highlight the different styles and designs 

that consist of contemporary and classic handmade oriental abayat

and all related accessories. LAMASAT ABAYAT & JALLABIYAT may

also include a special section devoted to different men’s abayat and

jallabiyat and all related accessories for the Arab man. Also, the

issue will contain a section that showcases the latest in oriental

scents and fragrances and watches and jewellery.

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



LAMASAT SPAS & RESORTS  ISSUE 1 - FW 16/17: ANANTARA SPA

lamasat
spas & resorts

READERSHIP
Mainly female audience, well - to - do sophisticated, 

young and dynamic women. 

95% female | 5% male

60% Upper class | 40% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
MAY - NOVEMBER

LAMASAT Spas & Resorts magazine brings together 

the leading spas and resorts from around the world to our

readers. It offers best and effective spa treatment facilities

and relaxing resorts with exclusive interviews and advice 

tips from local and international beauty specialists and 

professionals. 

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



LAMASAT HOTELS & HONEYMOON DESTINATIONS - FW 16/17: THE SUN SIYAM IRU FISH/ MALDIVES

lamasat
hotels & honeymoon 
destinations

READERSHIP
Mainly female audience, well - to - do sophisticated, 

young and dynamic women. 

95% female | 5% male

60% Upper class | 40% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
FEBRUARY - AUGUST

LAMASAT Hotels & Honeymoon Destinations is the 

reference magazine for honeymooners and travellers. It 

offers informative articles for people who love to travel 

and is a brilliant guide to the top resorts, islands, city hotels,

lodges, spas, cruise ships and trains around the world.

LAMASAT Hotels & Honeymoon Destinations helps 

future honeymooners and travellers find top locales and

memorable romantic adventures.

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



LAMASAT HOTELS & HONEYMOON DESTINATIONS - FW 16/17: THE OBEROI DUBAI

lamasat
food&beverages

READERSHIP

Newsstand Price: 11 U.S.D

Female and Male audience

70% female | 30% male

60% Upper class | 40% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
ACCORDING TO RAMADAN

LAMASAT Food & Beverages magazine will serve both our

female and male readers with the best dining and outing lo-

cations during the month of Ramadan. The magazine will

help locate great accommodations, special offers and

menus especially for the month of Ramadan. LAMASAT

Food & Beverages will also feature “Sohour” and “Iftar”

recipe ideas from talented chefs. 

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



LAMASAT BEAUTY ISSUE 31 - FW 16/17: ADLER

lamasat
watches
& jewellery

READERSHIP
Mainly female audience, well - to - do sophisticated, 

young and dynamic women. 

95% female | 5% male

60% Upper class | 40% Middle class 

PUBLICATION DATES
ONCE A YEAR

Published once a year, LAMASAT WATCHES & JEWELLERY 

is a strong asset in the world of watches and jewellery. 

The issue will highlight the different styles and designs.

LAMASAT WATCHES & JEWELLERY is an invaluable asset

for the sophisticated and elegant woman aiming at being 

updated and fashionable with the best latest pieces of watches

& jewellery available .

Available as flipping mode on www.lamasatonline.net, with optional clickable AD 



LAMASAT BEAUTY ISSUE 31 - FW 16/17: FRANCK PROVOST

lamasat magazines
rates & technical

ADVERTISING RATES IN U.S. DOLLARS

FRONT COVER

BACK COVER

INSIDE FRONT COVER

INSIDE FRONT COVER SPREAD

INSIDE BACK COVER

* The price of the AD in the first 10 pages is 20% more than the original price.

* The price of the AD from page 11 to page 25 is 10% more than the original price.

* Split rates are available as per client request.

14,000

14,000

8,000

15,000

7,000

GATEFOLD COVER

REVERSE GATEFOLD

FULL PAGE 4C

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD 4C

16,000

16,000

6,500

12,000

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ONE FULL PAGE

DOUBLE SPREAD

TRIM SIZE

28H X 21.5W

28H X 43W

PAPER: 
INSIDE PAGES: GLOSSY 115GRMS  |  COVER: GLOSSY 300GRMS

BLEED SIZE

28.6H X 22.1W

28.6H X 43.6W

PRINT AREA

25H X 18.5W

25H X 40W

>> <<



lamasat magazines
circulation & distribution

COUNTRIES

Knowing since 1995 that the key to success is
mainly our readership circulation in the market, we

made sure that LAMASAT is present in:
All bookshops & Libraries, Women Associations, Stations 

accessible to normal readers and specialized target 
readership consisting of: All Interior Designers & Architects,
Fashion Designers, Wedding Designers, Abayat & Jalabiyat

Designers, Tailors, Hairdressers, Beauty salons and 
institutions, make-up artists whereby 80% of the quantity

printed of LAMASAT is sold in the market.

Increasing our circulation (aside from what is sold) was
made through deals with our distribution companies

mainly in KSA and UAE to:
- Distribute complimentary copies of latest issue for top ranking 

Sheikh & Sheikhas rulers of UAE.
- Distribute complimentary copies of latest issue for top ranking 

Sheikh & Sheikhas rulers of KSA.
- Distribute copies to 500 + Beauty salons in UAE mainly Abu Dhabi & Dubai.
- Distribute copies to 500 + beauty salons in KSA mainly Jeddah & Riyadh.
- Distribute copies to All KSA advertising agencies and main distributors.

Increasing our circulation (aside from what is sold) was made directly through our distribution 
Channel through having:

>> 1000 + key persons & Decision makers on our huge mailing list receiving FREE copies of each of latest issue of LAMASAT (Mailing list
includes: Advertising agencies, PR agencies, Clients and distributors, and specialized target readership previously mentioned above)

>> Our participation in major fairs and exhibitions whereby we have a big stand for LAMASAT and thousands of copies are distributed to
exhibitors and visitors giving them free copies of LAMASAT; the main fairs & Exhibitions we participate in are as follows to name a few:

LEBANON:
- Wedding Folies (Feb) - In Shape (March) - Art of Living (Nov) - Beirut Designers Week (May) 

UAE:
- Bride Show: Abu Dhabi (Jan) - Perfect Wedding: Sharjah (March) - Bride Show: Dubai (March) - Beauty World: Dubai (May) 

- Index: Dubai (May) - INT JWS: Abu Dhabi (March) - Mideast Watch & Jewellery: Sharjah (April) - Downtown design: Dubai (Oct) 
- DxB Intl Jewellery Week: Dubai (Dec)

INTERNATIONAL FAIRS:
- Maison & Objet: Paris (Jan/Sep) - Habitat Valencia: Spain (February) - Salone Del Mobile: Milano (April) 

- Silmo: Paris: Paris (Sep) - Basel World: Basel/Switzerland (March) - Beauty Eurasia: Turkey (April) 
- Izmir wedding & Fashion Fair: Turkey (Feb) - Fashionist: Turkey (Jan) - Beauty & Care: Turkey (March) - AMBIENTE: Germany (Feb)

CIRCULATION
SAUDI ARABIA

U.A.E.

LEBANON

KUWAIT

QATAR

SYRIA

IRAQ

JORDAN

BAHRAIN

EGYPT

TUNISIA

MOROCCO

OMAN

TURKEY

EUROPE

107,650 (TOTAL)  =     

30,000

17,000

8,000

6,000

5,500

4,000

3,500

2,500

2,200

1,800

1,000

1,000

900

500

83,900 +

SUBSCRIPTION MAILING LIST
4412

2631

1612

813

642

758

715

368

250

242

170

191

125

685

715

14,329 +

2511

2902

1504

758

902

343

503

9,423

Lamasat is available
in all main 

bookstores & 
libraries. 

It is distributed
through our wide

professional mailing
list and subscription.

We at Lamasat, 
regularly participate
in all major local &
international fairs
and exhibitions.

LAMASAT FASHION ISSUE 43 - FW 16/17: GEORGES HOBEIKA



TOUCH DECOR ISSUE 40: CASA BRUTALE

touch
decor

Newsstand Price: 5 U.S.D

PUBLICATION DATES
JANUARY – APRIL – JULY – OCTOBER

Featuring the latest designs in the world of decoration,

TOUCH DECOR magazine is a high-quality English Pan

Arab quarterly decor magazine. A one of a kind fabulous

magazine that showcases only the best, the eccentric and

the latest innovative ideas in the world decor and design!

TOUCH DECOR Magazine, is a high quality, modern Decor

magazine that features the best innovative interiors, home

decoration, architecture, and fine arts where we showcase

the lavishing works of the most talented and creative art

icons from all around the globe.

READERSHIP
Both male and female readers in addition to a specialized 

target readership consisting of Interior Designers and Architects.

50% female | 50% male

65% Upper class | 35% Middle class 

Available as flipping mode on www.touchdecor.com, with optional clickable AD 



touch decor
rates,distribution & technical

ADVERTISING RATES IN U.S. DOLLARS

FRONT COVER

BACK COVER

INSIDE FRONT COVER

INSIDE FRONT COVER SPREAD

INSIDE BACK COVER

8,000

8,000

5,000

9,000

4,500

GATEFOLD COVER

REVERSE GATEFOLD

FULL PAGE 4C

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD 4C

10,000

10,000

4,000

7,500

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ONE FULL PAGE

DOUBLE SPREAD

TRIM SIZE

28H X 21.5W

28H X 43W

PAPER: 
INSIDE PAGES: GLOSSY 115GRMS  |  COVER: GLOSSY 300GRMS

BLEED SIZE

28.6H X 22.1W

28.6H X 43.6W

PRINT AREA

25H X 18.5W

25H X 40W

COUNTRIES CIRCULATION

SAUDI ARABIA

U.A.E.

LEBANON

KUWAIT

QATAR

SYRIA

IRAQ

JORDAN

BAHRAIN

EGYPT

TUNISIA

MOROCCO

OMAN

TURKEY

EUROPE

68,573 (TOTAL)  =     

17,000

12,000

7,000

4,000

3,000

3,000

2,000

2,000

1,500

1,500

900

800

800

55,500 +

SUBSCRIPTION MAILING LIST

2254

1873

765

758

735

422

368

435

295

303

105

75

123

585

650

9,746 +

794

690

670

153

248

415

3,327

TOUCH DECOR ISSUE 42: “Être avec toi” Restaurant

* Split rates are available as per client request.



LAMASAT FASHION ISSUE 43 - FW 16/17: GEORGES CHAKRA

digital platforms
Lamasat Online
www.lamasatonline.net
Lamasat Online the ultimate luxury website, which guides
both men and women into the world of fashion, beauty,
decor, wedding, jewellery & watches, cars, technology,
and celebrity news. It is segmented into multiple 
categories and sub categories, appealing to wide market 
segments, and holds a place for online advertising as well
as for featured articles. Accessible on all devices.

Lamasat TV / VOD
lamasatTV.lamasatonline.net
Lamasat TV / VOD will turn your business world into 
motion!! By introducing your business through well
scripted TV programs and VOD (Video On Demands) 
that attract audiences to a new era in the online world
motion TV concept.

Lamasat Online Flipping Magazine
www.lamasatmagazine.com
Take Lamasat magazine issues with you wherever you 
go as all Lamasat issues are turning into digital mode 
including current issues and archives issues. Your 
advertising will be boosted with the online flipping 
magazine, same feeling, same experience but more 
advanced!! (Including clickable ads in current issue).

Lamasat Blog
blog.lamasatonline.net
Unofficial editorial by bloggers for Lamasat. Lamasat Blog
introduces the most valuable socialites, fashionistas and
experts bloggers to you in its new platform "BLOG". Live
the journey of any releases or events with professional
bloggers as they dedicate Lamasat with their experiences
and POV, considered as unofficial editorials by bloggers
for Lamasat.

Touch Decor Online Flipping Magazine
www.touchdecor.com
Be part of our large design & art platform, where
Touch Decor magazine is digitized into flipping 
magazine mode to give same experience and 
feelings to their readers and magazine collectors.
Your advertising in Touch Decor magazine will 
immediately give your product a boost through 
our clickable advertising pages in our flipping 
magazines, and will lead the readers to your 
products and your campaign offers. 

Newsletter
Newsletter for Magazine:
Take part of our weekly Newsletter by introducing
your advertising banner on top of our subscribers’
newsletters. More than 35,000 email addresses
and more of our subscribers are receiving our 
updates on weekly bases.
Branded Newsletter: 
Take over our newsletter by fully branding your
product in dedicated newsletter sent to our 
readers upon their interests, filtering 35,000 
readers and more listed in different categories 
and interests. 

Social Media Advertorial

Lamasat puts its social media experience under
your disposal, by promoting your products
through any of our online platform, you will be 
exposed to our social media strategy, and your 
articles will be shared with ability of boost on our
social media platform.



LAMASAT BEAUTY ISSUE 28 - SS 15: LANCÔME

HP HOMEPAGE
ADVERTISING
SPACE

DIMENSIONS
(W X H PIXELS)

Leaderboard

Side Banner

Bottom Banner

Pop-Under

Panorama

728 x 90

336 X 280

300 X 250

250 X 250

728 X 90

720 x 300

720 x 200

1068 x 288

1068 x 120

PRICE USD $ MATRIX

70

70

70 (1st position)

60 (2nd position)

CPM

CPM

150 (1st position)

100 (2nd position)
CPM

CPM

70 CPM

CP CATEGORY PAGE

ADVERTISING
SPACE

DIMENSIONS
(W X H PIXELS)

Leaderboard

Side Banner

Bottom Banner

Pop-Under

Panorama

728 x 90

336 X 280

300 X 250

250 X 250

728 X 90

720 x 300

720 x 200

1068 x 288

1068 x 120

PRICE USD $ MATRIX

50

50

50 (1st position)

45 (2nd position)

CPM

CPM

150 (1st position)

100 (2nd position)
CPM

CPM

50 CPM

IP INSIDE PAGE
ADVERTISING
SPACE

DIMENSIONS
(W X H PIXELS)

Leaderboard

Side Banner

Bottom Banner

Pop-Under

Panorama

Post Banner (Single Post)

ROS

Skinning HP

Skinning CP

Skinning All Site 

Dedicated Category

728 x 90

336 X 280

300 X 250

250 X 250

728 X 90

720 x 300

720 x 200

1068 x 288

1068 x 120

696 x 90

excluding panorama

Leaderboard / Side
Banner / Bottom
Banner/ Branded
Background

PRICE USD $ MATRIX

45

45

45 (1st position)

35 (2nd position)

CPM

CPM

120 (1st position)

80 (2nd position)
CPM

CPM

45 CPM

30 CPM

50 CPM

2500

2000

Upon Request

Upon RequestClient’s Posts

DAY

MONTHLY

d
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LAMASAT WEDDING ISSUE 32 - FW 16/17: RIMMEL

lamasat TV 
rates
Pop-under one VOD

Pop-under one TV category

Pop-under all TV category

Opening 10 sec Ad one episode VOD

Opening 10 sec Ad full season (14 episodes)

Opening 10 sec + News inside one episode

Opening 10 sec + News inside full season (14 episodes)

Full sponsorship full season (14 episodes)

+ 10 sec opening + (sponsor-name) Presents

+ Sponsor's News Inside each episode

+ AD Banner on TV category

+ Social Media Mass Marketing Campaign

Full corporate TV program

+ Full production (15-20 mns)

+ Dedicated post page on Lamasat Online

+ Mass Marketing Campaign on Lamasat Online

LIVE ONLINE broadcast of an event / Fashion Show

LIVE ONLINE broadcast of an event / Fashion Show

120

45

50

2100

29400

2400

33600

Starting 55000

~15000

depending on the

production
One Time

OPTION 1: with 

production team of 5

cameras including

LUMA & LIVE ONLINE

EDITING

+ Presenter VOX POP

+ Side Interviews + 1

direct link through

Lamasat Online 

Platform + 1 dedicated

link for the event 

OPTION 2: with 1

camera & LIVE ONLINE

EDITING

+ Presenter VOX POP

+ Side Interviews + 1

direct link through

Lamasat Online 

Platform

ACCORDING

TO THE EVENT

CPM

CPM

CPM

One Time

One Time

One Time

One Time

One Time

ADVERTISING SPACE PRICE USD $ MATRIX



contact us
HEAD OFFICE: Lamasat FZ LLC

DUBAI - UAE

TEL: +971 4 3902386

E-MAIL: lamasat@dubaimediacity.net 

www.lamasatfzllc.com

LAMASAT SPAS & RESORTS ISSUE 1 - FW 16/17: ANANTARA SPA
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